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A FINANCE BILL

TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF EIGHT HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($860.00) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT TO FUND TWO INSTALLATIONS OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT’S DEPARTMENT OF DIVERSITY EVENT, “SEAUX LIVE.”

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, THE EVENTS WILL TAKE PLACE ON OCTOBER 19TH AND ANOTHER DATE IN NOVEMBER TO BE DETERMINED; AND

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY HAS STUDENTS FROM MANY DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS AND ETHNICITIES; AND

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THERE IS A LACK OF PROGRAMS THAT UNITE THESE STUDENTS AND CREATE A SENSE OF COMMUNITY BETWEEN THESE STUDENTS; AND

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, THE GOAL OF THIS EVENT IS TO ALLEVIATE THE AFOREMENTIONED PROBLEM AND BUILD A LARGER SENSE OF COMMUNITY BETWEEN STUDENTS SHARING SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS; AND

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, THE FUNDING WILL GO TO THE FOLLOWING:

PIZZA: $200.00 x 2
DJ/MUSIC: $200.00 x 2
POPSICLES & ICE CREAM: $30.00 x 2
TOTAL: $860.00

PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE THAT EIGHT HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($860.00) BE PROVIDED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT TO FUND PIZZA, MUSIC, AND POPSICLES FOR “SEAUX LIVE” FOR THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF DIVERSITY; AND

PARAGRAPH 7: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS BILL BE TRANSMITTED TO COURTNEY GREAVIS, STUDENT GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL COORDINATOR AND LAUREN ROACH, STUDENT GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR OF DIVERSITY.

PARAGRAPH 8: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.